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· Feb 8, 2021

Job Opportunity for Back-End Developer in Brussels
As a Belgian leader in developing and operating entertainment solutions in the sports betting
and casino games sector, Bingoal is a dynamic and ambitious company looking for a passionate
Back-End Software Engineer. Together with the IT team, you will be working to create
scalable and easy to maintain software having an impact on the core of Bingoal’s activity.
We are looking for a developer with InterSystems ObjectScript Experience.

As a Belgian leader in developing and operating entertainment solutions, Bingoal is a dynamic and ambitious
company looking for a passionate Back-End Software Engineer. Together with the IT team, you will be working to
create scalable and easy to maintain software having an impact on the core of Bingoalʼs activity.
Requirements
You know how to code and have experience with multiple languages; two of them at least being Object
Oriented
You believe that if you know how to code, you can adapt and learn regardless of the stack / architecture
used
You have experience developing, delivering and maintaining APIs and backend tools
You've dealt with one or more flavours of SQL implementation and writing queries is a natural reflex
You understand and have experience with transactions and data modeling
Youʼre not afraid to deal with huge amounts of data
You believe clean code is important but youʼre not afraid of dealing with a legacy code base
You have experience with a source control implementation
You have knowledge of and experience with at least one of the following languages: C#, .Net, java, python
or php
Experience with 'Intersystem Caché Scripting' is a plus
Understanding of advanced security protocols and secured development processes is a plus
Qualifications
You have a “can do” attitude to keep producing high quality code and functionalities for the end user
You are willing to be responsible for the architecture and maintenance of the platform
You have the desire to create clean code and leave it better than you found it
You hold a bachelorʼs or masterʼs degree in Computer Sciences or you have equivalent experience
Fluent in English; Dutch and/or French is a plus
What we offer
An agile and ambitious environment
A culture of continuous development and growth
An attractive and competitive remuneration package based on your skills and seniority
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The full job description is here or check on our Linkedin

#ObjectScript #Caché #Job Opportunity
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